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Prix Russolo
http://prixrussolo.blogspot.fr/
Since its creation in 1979, the Russolo Award
explores new sonic territories opened by the
interfacing researches of the composer, painter and
metaphysician Luigi Russolo (1885-1947). A key
figure of the musical revival of the twentieth
century, Luigi Russolo became famous in 1913 with
his manifesto The Art of Noises, which develops the
idea that all sounds, especially those from the
industrial world, have their place in musical
orchestration. It will move from theory to practice
by developing many sound machines like the
famous :

- Noisemakers/Intonarumori / Bruiteurs

- Rumorharmonium/Russolophone,

and invent noise music, foreshadowing the concrete
and electronic music. From the start Russolo seek to
reach higher states of consciousness through
images or sounds, it is within this context that the
Prix Russolo opens its field of research, from this
33st edition, to all acousmatic or electronic music
making visible or audible the immaterial in this
double movement of materialization of the spirit
and spiritualization of matter.

The selected works will be presented from July to December
2022 in several cities where the audience will vote for Prix
Russolo award. The winner will be communicated during the
last Prix Russolo concert.
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Prix Russolo 2023 : agenda
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CALL TO PARTICIPATE
Please send only one piece of music

Before 31/03/2023
AIF/WAVE file – duration < 11 mn

With Pdf Resume + Description 
by Swisstransfer.com to
contact@luigirussolo.eu

SELECTION
Over 3 months, the Jury listens

to the submitted works and 
selects the finalists !

FINALISTS
The announcement of the 

finalists is made on the 1st of 
July 2023

PRIX RUSSOLO – AWARD
The audiences at the concerts in 

each of the host cities listen to the 
finalists and choose the overall

winner.

The winner is revealed during the 
last concert in Annecy (18/12/2023)

Symphonie de déchets
Art Acousmatique
Musique concrète

Sound Error
Noise music

Bruitisme
PK-UFO

Annecy – France
Aomori - Japon
Faverges - France 
Genève - Suisse
Kobo - Japon
Leicester - UK
Lisboa – Portugal
Milano - Italie
Osaka – Japon
Ostrava – Tchéquie
Paris - France
Prague - Tchéquie
Riga – Lettonie
Sao Paulo – Brésil
On Web …



2023 PRIX RUSSOLO governance

• Board members:
• Philippe Blanchard (CEO), Jan Kruml (CEO Deputy and East Europe), Gabin 

Noir (CARE & Exotical.org), Dante Tanzi (Audior - Italia), Maddelena Novati 
(NoMus Italia), Hayashi Kyohei (Japon), Pierre Jolivet (Eire/Ireland), Louise 
Rossiter (England), Fernando Fadigas (Portugal), Anastassia Politi & Nicolas 
Malevitsis (Greece), Flo Menezes (Bresil).

• Jury members committee Selection 2023:
• Philippe Blanchard (FR), Juraj Ďuriš (Slovaquia), Pete Stollery (UK), Olivier 

Falcou (FR), Dante Tanzi (Italia), Hayashi Kyohei (Japon), Gabin Noir (FR), 
Piergiovanni Bielli (Italia), Louise Rossiter (UK), Alex Buck (Bresil), Pierre Jolivet 
(Irlande).
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Prix Russolo 2023 : concerts
• Osaka – Japon 1 Osaka University XX/XX/2023 (Kyohei Hayashi)

• Osaka – Japon 2 Osaka University of Arts XX/XX/2023 (Kyohei Hayashi)

• Aomori – Japon 3 Aomori Unversity XX/XX/2023 (Kyohei Hayashi)

• Kobe – Japon 4 Phonotheque XX/XX/2023 (Kyohei Hayashi)

• Ostrava - Czech Republic Antikvariat a Klub Fiducia 02/09/2023 (Jan Kruml)

• Prague - Czech Republic Opening performance Studio 03/09/2023 (Jan Kruml+Petr Studeny)

• Faverges – France Festival des cabanes 10/09/2023 (La Soierie)

• Leicester – UK De Monfort University 21/09/2023 (Louise Rossiter)

• Riga - Lettonie Riga University XX/11/2023 (Pierre Jolivet)

• Genève – Suisse Galerie Analix On going (Barbara Polla)

• Sao Paulo Festival PANaroma On going (Flo Menezes)

• Lisboa – Portugal On going XX/XX/2023 (Fernando Fadigas)

• Milano – Italia Fabbrica del Vapore 17/11/2023 (Audior+NoMus+MM&T *1)

• Annecy – France Théâtre de l’échange 18/12/2023 (Ph. Blanchard)

• And Web Internet Votation from November to end of December 2023

• *1. Milano : Maddelena Novati and Dante Tanzi
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The host cities of the Prix Russolo (On going)



Rossana Maggia & Franco Maffina 
(Fondation Russolo & Pratella - Varese)
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1. ALEXIS BLAIS   « Skand »   10’44’’

16

L’idée de base qui a servi de point d’ancrage à toute la composition de

Skand est avant tout rythmique. Je me suis donné comme défi

d’articuler une pulsation comme un personnage qui essaie de prendre

sa place au sein d’objets fluides. Cette pulsation apparaît sous

différentes formes avec différentes fonctions avant de prendre

éventuellement le contrôle de l’organisation de la pièce en canalisant

tous les autres éléments rythmiques autour d’elle lors du climax final.

Cette idée toute simple a été le moteur pour mettre en place le reste

de l’univers musical de la pièce.

The basic idea that anchored Skand's entire composition is above all

rhythmic. I challenged myself to articulate a pulsation like a character

trying to take his place within fluid objects. This beat appears in

different forms with different functions before eventually taking over the

organization of the piece by channeling all the other rhythmic elements

around it in the final climax. This very simple idea was the engine to
set up the rest of the musical universe of the piece.

Alexis Blais (né en 1998) est un compositeur de musique électroacoustique
basé à Montréal Diplômé du Conservatoire de musique de Montréal dans la
classe de Louis Dufort, il poursuit présentement sa maîtrise en composition
et création sonore à l’Université de Montréal avec Ana Dall’Ara-Majek. Ses
recherches se concentrent sur le continuum unissant le langage des
musiques instrumentales et électroacoustiques. Pianiste classique de
formation, ses travaux acousmatiques s’inscrivent dans une recherche
plastique et texturale de matériaux concrets sur fond d’harmonies modales.
Alexis Blais œuvre également dans les milieux du théâtre et de la danse, en
plus d’enseigner la conception sonore à l’École nationale de Cirque de
Montréal et au Collège Jean-de-Brébeuf. Ses œuvres ont été jouées en
Angleterre et au Canada.
Alexis Blais (born in 1998, he/him) is an electroacoustic music composer
based in Montreal. Graduated from the Conservatory of music of Montreal
in the class of Louis Dufort, he is currently pursuing his master's degree in
composition and sound creation at the University of Montreal with Ana
Dall'Ara-Majek. His research focuses on the continuum uniting the language
of instrumental and electroacoustic music. Classical pianist by training, his
acousmatic works are part of a plastic and textural research of concrete
materials against a background of modal harmonies. Alexis Blais also works
in theater and dance, in addition teaching sound design at the National
Circus School in Montreal and at Collège Jean-de Brébeuf. His works have
been performed in England and Canada.



2. Manfredi Clemente   “Oubliez-moi sous les cèdres”    9’32”

Manfredi Clemente is a sound artist, composer and improviser based in Turin. His artistic
research focuses on the concept of sound image, on its phenomenology and spatial dimension,
as well as on the exploration of the relationship between culture and nature from ecological,
aesthetical and mythopoeic perspectives. To these themes he has dedicated his studies,
including the MRes and PhD in Electroacoustic Composition undertaken at University of
Birmingham (UK) and the Master in Musicology from the University of Palermo (IT). In his
works, field and studio recording, analogue feedback and synthesised sound all contribute to a
general sense of materiality that stands at the core of his poetics. For several years he has been
part of B.E.A.S.T. – Birmingham ElectroAcoustic Sound Theatre and has been in charge of the
installation and performances of the acousmonium of the Contemporary Music Festival of
Cagliari. Between 2017 and 2019 he has been working as an A/V technician and sound
engineer for the Teatro Massimo of Palermo, where in 2020-21 he has been chief sound
engineer for audio recording and broadcasting, working with some of the greatest names of
the classical scene (R. Muti, R. Abbado, M. Albrecht, O. M. Wellber, D. Oren, M. Spotti among
others).
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The starting point for this work are a few field recording realized during a hike on Monte Cervi, in the Sicilian regional
park of Madonie, and more specifically in a small clearing dominated by two Cedrus Atlantica Glauca. Searching for a
specific link to the experience I had of the place, for the first time I started my composing from laying down the field
recordings on the timeline, as if they were the canvas to draw on; I started then sculpting them and overlapping
further elements until I reached a final and satisfactory form. The resulting work focuses on the contemplation of the
landscape and on the desire of being absorbed by it. In its slow evolution, the soundscape tend to progressively
incorporate synthetic elements in a flowing body of sounds, until a final section of epiphany and lost.



3. Otto Iivari “Weightless” 07’16’’
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Weightless is a spatial electroacoustic composition inspired by the choreographic
principles of Rudolf von Laban and the tempo fluctuations of a propelling sound. The ideas
were born after experimenting with battery powered handfans with pieces of nylon string
attached to the propelling heads. When the string is propelling and it touches other
surfaces, it naturally starts making a propelling sound with fluctuating rate depending on
the applied force and proximity of the surface that it is placed against. By constantly
changing the distance between the string and the surface, it was possible to create
irregularly iterating, complex and dystonic sets of impulses and accumulations. The
accumulations eventually defined the main gesturality of the whole piece. Structurally, the
piece is formed by a bottom-up approach, meaning that the whole structure is a result of
small, individual sound processes. In this case the small processes unfold as if they were
windows of different size, appearing in changing dimensions, separated by sudden, organic
sounds of a female voice. The morphology of the propelling sounds happens both in the
organic and manipulated domain. The accumulations were captured by recording the
device being used against various objects, surfaces and acoustic instruments from
extremely close range in an acoustically treated environment. In doing so, the material has
natural change in its spectrum, preserving the quasi-rhythmic behavior. The manipulation
and cutting was done to emphasize the original behavior of the sound, rather than
masking it or radically changing it. The piece was composed during my exchange period in
the Institute of electronic music and acoustics in Graz, Austria.

Otto Iivari is a Finnish Master’s student in The Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre, specializing in electroacoustic composition. His works are mainly
acousmatic, spatial electroacoustic music composed for multichannel settings and ambisonic system. Iivari likes to draw influence from natural sound
phenomenas and present them as magnified, new dimensions. Space and the movement of sound is a crucial element in Iivari’s music. Iivari is currently
studying with Malle Maltis and his 2022 piece Thở won the Europen Student Competition for threedimensional electroacoustic music.

https://www.ottoiivari.com/



4. Sangwon Lee “Torturing Piano” – 08’40’’

19

Many composers have enjoyed using extended piano techniques in their works from solo to orchestra. But
sometimes I feel as if the piano gets tortured when extended techniques are used too much. All sound sources
in this work are derived from piano recordings.
For satire, I inserted Ballade No.1 by Chopin, who wrote primarily for solo piano and is known for expanding the
limits of piano composition.

Education
D.M.A., Music Composition and Theory (Cognate Field: Sound Design); University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign May 2018, M.M., Music Composition (with Academic 
Honor) ; New England Conservatory of Music in Boston May 2009 ; B.M., Music 
Composition Keimyung University, Korea August 2005
University Teaching Experience Busan National University, Busan, Korea, 2019
Teaching Assistant University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2013-2014
Awards and Honors
Winner, Ars Electronica Forum Wallis - Swiss Contemporary Music Festival, 2020
Alcide Cervi, “2 Agosto” International Composition Competition, Italy, 2010
Honorable mention award, Frederic Mompou International Award, Spain, 2008
Music Festivals and Conferences
Espacios Sonoros, Argentina, 2021
San Francisco Tape Music Festival, 2020
Atemporanea Festival, Argentina, 2019



5. Pauline Patie « Bulle d’air »  09’06’’
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Pauline Patie est une compositrice française de
musique électroacoustique et une performeuse
audiovisuelle. Basée à Montréal, elle est étudiante
en maîtrise au Département de Musique
Numérique de l'Université de Montréal. Son travail
a été récompensé par le Prix Marcelle-Deschênes
2021 (Université de Montréal), des mentions
honorables en 2022 dans des compétitions
internationales de musique électroacoustique telles
que MusicaNova (Prague) et la Fondation Destellos
(Argentine), et a remporté le premier prix dans la
catégorie acousmatique au MA/IN 2022 (Italie). Son
travail a également été publié sur le label RMN
Classical (Londres).
Intéressée par l'effet de transe, ses créations
explorent la combinaison de l'inconfort et de
l'apaisement pour l'auditeur. Elle interroge ainsi la
réactivité mystérieuse du corps à l'immersion et sa
causalité.

Bulle d’air Narcosis, or otherwise known as nitrogen narcosis, is a
natural phenomenon that causes changes in behavioral and
physiological states in divers subject to the physical laws of
pressure. Through the use of synthesis and sound recording, the
piece offers an exploration of abyssal depths until the hope to rise
to the surface.



6. Antoine Tirmarche « The accountant dance » 08’12’’
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Resume :
Antoine Tirmarche is a french music composer and sound designer,
working for theater, contemporary dance, short movies and video
games. After studying jazz at the IREM (Institut Régional d'Expression
Musicale) of Bordeaux, he took interest in contemporary orchestral
music and electroacoustic music. Playing poorly of various
instruments in several obscure bands, he is also a student in Eric
Broitman's electroacoustic class in Angoulême, France.

Description Music Work :

"I lower new eyes to the two white pages, on which my careful
numbers have entered the firm’s results. And smiling to myself I
remember that life, which contains these pages with fabric types,
prices and sales, blank spaces, letters and ruled lines, also includes
the great navigators, the great saints, and the poets of every age,
not one of whom enters the books – a vast progeny banished from
those who determine the world’s worth. In the very act of entering
the name of an unfamiliar cloth, the doors of the Indus and of
Samarkand open up, and Persian poetry (which is from yet another
place), with its quatrains whose third lines don’t rhyme, is a distant
anchor for me in my disquiet. But I make no mistake: I write, I add,
and the bookkeeping goes on, performed as usual by an office
employee. » - Fernando Pessoa - The Book of Disquiet

The most trivial things, the most dull tasks and pointless
chores sometimes induce an elusive feeling of overall
understanding. As soon as the mind tries to focus on this
feeling, it vanishes, leaving an oddly frustrating serenity
behind.



7. Romain Perrot « Muro di Rumore »  - 11’00’’  
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Romain PERROT est un compositeur performeur bruitiste autodidacte depuis 1996. Romain
Perrot travaille le bruit. Il est à l’origine, du courant de musique expérimental intitulé « Mur
bruitiste » (Harsh Noise Wall), dont il a contribué à définir les fondements sous le nom de
Vomir, à travers l’écriture de son manifeste, l’établissement de ses thématiques et la masse
sonore caractéristique de sa pratique. Le bruit y est toujours continu, monolithique, et
néanmoins perçu différemment par chacun. Il est ainsi devenu une figure internationale
reconnue du fait de son intransigeance stylistique, son concept de claustration par le bruit,
et ses performances pendant lesquelles le public est invité à se recouvrir la tête pour une
immersion complète. Il mène de nombreux projets sur une approche indéterminée de la
musique, qu’ils prennent la forme de folk décharné, de chansons synthétiques ou
d’improvisation libre (free noise).
Romain Perrot a sorti plus de 300 enregistrements et se produit en concert sur les scènes
expérimentales internationales sous son nom de scène VOMIR (à partir de 2006). Il organise
à Paris les sessions de musique improvisée ‘Broken Impro’. Il réalise également des travaux
graphiques (Absudrum), films et photographies.

The composition presented specifically for the PRIX RUSSOLO 2023 is a 11 minutes harsh noise wall, composed from multilayers of
free form noise, to induce spectral individual sounds which will appear differently in each listener. Romain Perrot is a French
sound artist and musician who is known for his work in the field of the harsh noise wall. He is considered one of the pioneers of
this artistic movement. His overall approach in the wall of noise is to create immersive sound installations/performances that use
noise and sound compositions to create a unique sensory experience for the audience. He creates complex soundscapes that can
be heard through speakers or headphones. Romain Perrot is also known for his live performances of physical experimental void.
The harsh noise wall is an artistic concept that consists of creating a work of sound art using noises, sounds and recordings. Artists
working in this field seek to explore the different ways sound can be used to create an immersive and sensory experience for
audiences.



Annexes : 

1. Affiches des concerts 2021
2. Historique du Prix Russolo
- http://prixrussolo.blogspot.com/
- https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prix_Russolo
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1979 First Jury Prix Russolo – Varese Italy
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The 1st Jury in 1979 was 

composed by: 

P. Grossi, François Bayle, 

C. Picardi, G.M. Koenig, 

C. Ferrario, Pierre 

Schaeffer, Rossana

Maggia and G. F. Maffina

And the 1st winner was

DENIS DUFOUR.
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